National Institute of Technology
Raipur Office of Dean, Academic Affairs
GE Road, Raipur, 492010, CG, India
0771-2252700, Fax: 0771-2253104

Ref No.: NITRR/Dean (AA)/2022/226

Dated: 03.03.2022

Below is the (hyperlinked) provisional list of applicants who have to appear for the offline written
entrance examination for PhD 2021-2022 admissions. Kindly use the link provided against the name of
the departments given below to check.
The list of applicants who are exempted from appearing in the written entrance exam (as per point n.
2.4, page 5 of the information bulletin for PhD 2021-22 admissions) is also provided below.
1. Provisional list of applicants who have to appear for the offline written entrance examination at NIT
Raipur for PhD 2021-2022 admissions.
2. Provisional list of applicants who are exempted from appearing in the written entrance exam.
3. Template for Admit Card to be duly filled and carried at the time of entry and exam.
Note: The candidates, who are to appear for the offline written examination, must note that they have
to strictly adhere to the norms and SoPs in view of COVID-19. The schedule of the examination is
also provided. As per the schedule of the examination, the candidates have to report one hour
before the examination at the main entrance gate of NIT Raipur. Other gates will be barred for
entry of candidates. Candidates will have to show their self-attested admit cards (template
attached) and Aadhar UID at the main entrance gate. Thermal screening and sanitization will be
conducted at the gate itself. Only the candidate will be allowed to enter the premises of the
institute for appearing in the written exam. Any accompanying person will have to wait outside
the gate. Kindly bring blue/black ball point pen for writing the examination.
The Schedule of examination is as follows:
(Kindly report an hour before at the NITRR main entrance gate)
Dates of
offline written exam

Time of exam
12.00 noon to 01.00 pm

15.03.2022

02.00 pm to 03.00 pm

04.00 pm to 05.00 pm
12.00 noon to 01.00 pm
16.03.2022

02.00 pm to 03.00 pm
04.00 pm to 05.00 pm

Branches/Departments to appear
1. Computer Science and Engineering
2. Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
1.Information Technology
2. Applied Geology
3. Architecture
4. Biomedical Engineering
5. Mathematics
1. Computer Applications (MCA)
2. Electrical Engineering
3. Chemical Engineering
1. Biotechnology
2. Civil Engineering
3. Mining Engineering
1. Mechanical Engineering
2. Humanities and Social Sciences
1. Electronics and Communication Engineering
2. Physics
3.Chemistry
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